Edwin Haven Bed & Breakfast – Dog sitting/walking service
5 Edwin Street, Amble, NE65 0EF, 01665 479644/07985028831
edwinhavenbandb@yahoo.com

Dog Sitting/Walking Terms and Conditions
To use this service, you must sign a contract accepting our terms and conditions and agreeing to
pay the relevant fees - £5 per hour for dog sitting; plus an additional £10 for dog walking.
We reserve the right to stop walking a dog if he shows aggression to people or other dogs.
We reserve the right to refuse to walk or stop walking a dog that shows signs of lameness or
illness.
We cannot be held liable for any injury or illness to your dog unless we can be shown to be
negligent.
During extreme weather (thunderstorms, gales, excessive heat), we may not be able to do an
extensive walk with your dog, but we will attempt to do a shorter excursion to allow your dog to
relieve himself, if possible. In this situation, the dog walking fee will be reduced to £5.
We will not walk dogs with choke chains or electric collars, nor will we administer negative
punishment (smacking or jerking collars) or any method which may cause the dog pain or distress.
Bookings for dog sitting/walking need to be made a minimum of 24 hours in advance, by
completing the relevant booking form. Please be considerate and give us as much notice as
possible if you wish to cancel any bookings.
In exceptional circumstances, we may not be able to offer the dog sitting/walking service even
with 24 hours’ notice. You will be informed of this at the time, with our apologies, and we will try
to arrange an alternative date/time with you, if possible.
It is your responsibility to toilet and exercise your dog prior to dropping him off for the dog
sitting service. If he shows signs of needing to relieve himself during the dog sitting period and
an excursion is required to give him relief and prevent him soiling the premises, this may incur an
additional charge (up to a maximum of £10).
The dog sitting/walking service is only offered during the hours of 12.30pm to 11.30pm each day.
The maximum time allowed for dog sitting each day is 5 hours.
If you return later than the agreed/booked time, you will be liable to pay additional costs for the
extended period at a rate of £5 per hour or part thereof.

